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Abstract— We introduce a closed-loop model of respiratory
control incorporating a conductance-based central pattern
generator (CPG), low-pass filtering of CPG output by the
respiratory musculature, gas exchange in the lung, metabolic
oxygen demand, and chemosensation. The CPG incorporates
Butera, Rinzel and Smith (BRS)’s (1999) conditional pacemaker
model. BRS model cells can support quiescent, bursting, or
beating activity depending on the level of excitatory drive;
we identify these activity modes with apnea (cessation of
breathing), eupnea (normal breathing), and tachypnea (excessively rapid breathing). We demonstrate the coexistence of
two dynamically stable behaviors in the closed-loop model,
corresponding respectively to eupnea and tachypnea. The latter
state represents a novel failure mode within a respiratory
control model. In addition, the closed-loop system exhibits a
form of autoresuscitation: conductances intrinsic to the BRS
model buffer the CPG against brief episodes of hypoxia, steering
the system away from catastrophic collapse as can occur with
tachypnea.

I. INTRODUCTION
Rhythmic processes as diverse as heartbeat, respiration,
locomotion, feeding, and cortical activity face a common
challenge: adaptive regulation of central pattern generator
(CPG) activity in response to fluctuating operational demands. Mathematical models of CPGs typically involve
limit cycle (LC) dynamics. Models with LC dynamics are
necessarily nonlinear [?], so the effects of regulatory feedback must be carefully taken into account. Moreover, the
contribution of CPG dynamics to survival are mediated
by the physical biomechanics of musculoskeletal effectors;
considering a CPG circuit in isolation from biomechanics
and sensory feedback can lead to incomplete understanding
of a system [?].
Respiratory control in the mammalian brainstem provides
a clinically significant case-in-point. The breathing rhythm
is believed to originate in a small brainstem region, !
the
!
preBötzinger complex (pBC) [17], containing c. 600 spontaneously rhythmic neurons [8]. The respiratory rhythm generated by the pBC is shaped and enhanced by complementary
!
regions (e.g. RTN/pFRG, pons) [16]. Output from the pBC
may be recorded on the hypoglossal XII nerve rootlet which
drives the tongue to extend and open the airway during the
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inspiratory phase of breathing. Butera, Rinzel and Smith
(BRS) developed a model for spontaneously rhythmic cells
in the pBC, and studied the generation of respiratory-like
rhythms in networks of up to 50 coupled cells in a heterogeneous all-to-all network [5], [6]. We focus here on the
persistent sodium mediated conditional bursting cell model
introduced in [5]. The BRS model cells show three distinct
dynamical regimes as a function of tonic depolarizing drive
representing exogenous input to the pBC circuit. Moderate
drives lead to eupnea-like activity comprising regular bursts
of electrical activity over a range of 6–60 bursts per minute,
with intraburst spike frequencies of 2–50 spikes per second
(cf. Fig. 2, top left panel). Insufficient drive leads to quiescence, corresponding physiologically to prolonged cessation
of breathing or apnea [14]. Excessive drive, on the other
hand, leads to a “beating” pattern, an uninterrupted train
of single spikes in the range of 2–30 spikes per second
(cf. Fig. 2, top right panel). Here we consider the possibility
that the beating pattern produced by the BRS model, subject
to large excitatory drive, may be a correlate of tachypnea,
a pathological condition in which breathing is too rapid for
effective gas exchange by the lungs [19].
II. CLOSED-LOOP MODEL
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Fig. 1. Schematic of closed-loop control circuit. The model equations are
given in the Appendix, except for the CPG gating variables (h, n) which are
as given in [5]. Parameter settings have been chosen to yield physiologically
reasonable values
!for the model variables. !

Respiratory homeostasis is maintained through multiple
mechanisms, including chemosensory pathways sensitive to
hypoxia [1] as well as to hypercapnia [11]. Insufficient
excitatory drive is understood to be a possible factor in
transient episodes of central apnea [14], defined as spontaneous interruption of breathing for 20 seconds or more
in humans. A second, less well-studied failure mode can
occur due to excessive positive feedback in a respiratory
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a regular bursting pattern (V , top panel) at a frequency
that effectively drives the lungs (vol, second panel), leading to maintenance of PO2blood close to normal operating
levels (100 mmHg; PO2blood , third panel). At this level of
oxygenation, the chemosensory feedback provides a strong
enough drive (gtonic ≈ 0.3, bottom panel) to maintain activity.
Small perturbations from the limit cycle representing normal
operation quickly decay back to homeostasis. Figure 2, right
column, illustrates tachypneic activity. If the tonic drive is
above 0.45 nS for an extended period of time, the CPG
enters the beating regime (V , top panel), producing motor
output that is ineffective at driving changes in lung volume
(vol, second panel), leading to desaturation of blood oxygen
(PO2blood , third panel). The resulting hypoxia elevates the
chemosensory input, maintaining the CPG in the beating
regime. This state is dynamically stable, in the sense that
small perturbations from this behavior decay back to the
same state. See Fig. 2 of [15] for an in vivo example of
rapid, shallow breathing and oxygen desaturation in a human
infant.
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control system. In this scenario, excessive excitatory input
can drive the system into the beating regime (tachypnea)
leading to inefficient gas exchange and progressive blood
O2 desaturation, thereby increasing the drive further. To
investigate this phenomenon, we constructed a closed-loop
respiratory control model incorporating chemosensory feedback (Fig. 1). Our CPG consists of a single Butera-RinzelSmith conditional pacemaker cell [5]; the pattern of activity
is determined by the level of tonic excitatory input, gtonic . For
the parameters used (ḡNaP = 2.8 nS, EL = −65 mV), when
gtonic . 0.26 the cell is quiescent; for 0.27 . gtonic . 0.44
it fires bursts of action potentials, and for 0.45 . gtonic it
fires a train of single spikes. The output of the CPG drives
changes in lung volume through a linear motor pool variable
(α(t)). The lung and blood are included as single well-mixed
compartments; oxygen transport and metabolic consumption
depend linearly on oxygen tension (partial pressure of O2
in the lung and the blood, respectively). Chemosensation is
mediated by a sigmoidal dependence of gtonic on PO2blood .
This highly simplified model omits many important aspects
of respiratory control (see Discussion) but suffices to demonstrate stable eupnea, catastrophic self-reinforcing tachypnea,
and autoresuscitation. Model equations are given in the
Appendix.
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Fig. 2. Multistability in the closed-loop model. Simulations on the left
and right differ only in their initial conditions. Traces from top to bottom:
CPG voltage (mV), lung volume (liters), lung (blue) and blood (orange)
PO2 (mmHg), and drive to the CPG (nS). Left column: simulations in
the bursting regime, corresponding to initial conditions from an open-loop
simulation with gtonic = 0.3 nS. Right column: simulations in the beating
regime, corresponding to initial conditions from an open-loop simulation
with gtonic = 0.5 nS.

III. TACHYPNEIC FAILURE MODE
The closed-loop model (Fig. 1) has two dynamically
stable long-term behaviors, corresponding to two of the three
activity modes of the BRS equations [5]. Figure 2, left
column, illustrates the operation of the circuit during normal
breathing (eupnea). The tonic drive (gtonic ≈ 0.3) supports
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Fig. 3. Model steady-states. The open-loop model (orange circles and
magenta triangles) has three distinct steady-state regimes corresponding to
three qualitatively different behaviors of the CPG: quiescence (gtonic . 0.26),
bursting (0.27 . gtonic . 0.44) and beating (gtonic & 0.45). In contrast, the
closed-loop model has just two distinct steady states: bursting and beating,
corresponding to the eupneic and tachypneic fixed points (large black dots).
The CPG is never quiescent in the closed-loop model, due to the increase
in drive that occurs when the blood oxygen level starts to fall. Thus,
insufficient drive is not a failure mode in this closed-loop control circuit.
However, respiratory failure due to excessive drive does occur in this model.
A decrease in blood oxygen and the subsequent increase in drive can cause
a transition to the beating regime and inefficient gas exchange. The openloop blood oxygen values shown here are the average PO2blood in the fifth
minute of simulation starting with an initial PO2blood of 100 mmHg. The
closed-loop blood oxygen values are the average PO2blood in the fifth minute
of simulation starting from the final state of the corresponding open-loop
simulation.

Initial conditions leading to the eupneic and tachypneic
states in Fig. 2 were obtained from open-loop simulations
in which gtonic was initially fixed at 0.3 or 0.5 nS, respectively. Figure 3 shows PO2blood obtained from an openloop configuration in which gtonic was clamped at values
ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 nS. The gray curve shows the

IV. AUTORESUSCITATION
Self-perpetuating tachypnea represents a catastrophic failure mode within the closed-loop respiratory control model
presented here. However, the system shows unexpected resilience to transient imposition of hypoxia (Fig. 4). The
system was allowed to generate a normal eupneic rhythm
(corresponding to the upper fixed point in Fig. 3) until t = 60
seconds, at which time PO2blood was artificially clamped1 to
80% of its normal level (80 mmHg) for up to 10 seconds.
Setting PO2blood to 80 mmHg increased the tonic drive to
gtonic ≈ 0.48, well into the basin of attraction for tachypnea.
However, the BRS model pacemaker did not respond by
1 We chose this perturbation because PO2
blood is the slowest variable in
our model. Thus, clamping it to a constant value is consistent with standard
fast/slow analysis [?], and is equivalent to treating gtonic as a parameter in
the open-loop configuration (Fig. 3).
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assumed sigmoidal dependence of the excitatory conductance
gtonic on PO2blood ; as blood oxygenation decreases the drive
increases, but ultimately saturates near gtonic . 0.6 nS, in
the beating regime. When gtonic is too low to support
bursting behavior (gtonic . 0.26), there is no lung activity
and eventually PO2blood goes to zero. At intermediate levels
of gtonic , bursting activity is sustained and PO2blood remains
near normal levels. Higher levels of gtonic induce beating.
Artificially clamping gtonic provides a means to explore the
effects of short- and long-term imposition of hypoxia. When
the drive is suppressed to the point of apnea, release from
gtonic -clamp immediately sends the CPG into an overexcited
state producing a beating pattern that does not effectively
restore oxygen balance. Similarly, when the drive is clamped
above normal operating levels, the resulting relative hypoxia
perpetuates the beating activity even after release of gtonic clamp. Orange circles in Fig. 3 denote points along the
open loop PO2blood /gtonic curve which, when used as initial
conditions for the closed loop system, lead to persistent
beating—the basin of attraction for tachypnea. The smaller
set of magenta triangles denotes initial conditions in the basin
of attraction for eupnea. The large black dots indicate the two
asymptotically stable fixed points.
When gtonic is clamped to gtonic ≈ 0.366 nS, the resulting
bursting pattern is just sufficient to maintain PO2blood ≈ 93
mmHg. At this level, gtonic ≈ 0.366 when transduced through
the sigmoid representing chemosensation. This value of gtonic
represents an unstable fixed point of the dynamics. If gtonic
is clamped . 0.366 nS, the burst frequency is lower, with
more spikes per burst; the gas exchange is more efficient,
and PO2blood is larger than 93 mmHg. When the gtonic
clamp is released, bursting slows gradually, while becoming
more efficient; PO2blood rises, further reducing gtonic until
the system rests at the eupneic stable fixed point. On the
other hand, when gtonic is & 0.366 nS, the burst frequency
is higher, with fewer spikes per burst; the gas exchange is
less efficient, and PO2blood falls below 93 mmHg. When the
gtonic clamp is released, bursting accelerates, while becoming
less efficient; PO2blood declines, and the system transitions
into the tachypneic fixed point.
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Fig. 4. Autoresuscitation in the closed-loop model. At t = 60 sec, PO2blood
was artificially reduced to 80 mmHg and clamped there for τ seconds before
being released. Left column: traces showing a barrage of spikes in response
to a transient hypoxic challenge (τ = 1) and the subsequent return to a
eupneic breathing pattern. Right column: failure to recover from a hypoxic
challenge of longer duration (τ = 10).

immediately entering the stable beating pattern. Instead, it
first produced a barrage of spikes longer and more intense
than the preceding bursting pattern (Fig. 4, V , top panels).
This transient barrage drove the lung compartment to expand
more vigorously than normal (Fig. 4, vol, second panels).
This additional lung expansion would lead to an increase
in PO2blood , were PO2blood not artificially clamped to 80
mmHg. When the clamp was released after one second
of simulated transient hypoxia, the barrage-induced lung
expansion was still ongoing, and the blood oxygenation
level recovered sufficiently to avoid spiraling into tachypnea
(Fig. 4, left column). We refer to this phenomenon as spontaneous autoresuscitation. The transient response to hypoxic
challenge buffers the system by steering it away from the
overdriven state. This effect is an endogenous property of the
BRS model conductances. For sufficiently prolonged hypoxia
clamp, however, the transient terminates and the system
experiences catastrophic tachypnea (Fig. 4, right column).
The response of the system to imposed hypoxia of different
durations and severities is illustrated in Fig. 5.
V. DISCUSSION
Negative consequences of positive feedback are not unfamiliar in excitable rhythmic biological systems. Excessive
excitatory drive can lead to cessation of normal, functional
oscillations. Examples include depolarization block in the
classic Hodgkin-Huxley model [?] and ventricular tachycardia [18]. Closed-loop models incorporating chemosensation and gas exchange are important tools for developing
clinically relevant predictions [2], [7], [9]. Previous models
have incorporated respiratory CPG dynamics [3], [12] but
to our knowledge a conductance-based CPG including fast
spiking currents such as the BRS model has not previously
been embedded in a respiratory control loop. Many important
factors remain to be incorporated in future work: interaction
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Fig. 5.
Blood oxygen level 60 seconds after hypoxic challenges of
varying severity and duration. Level curve (black) indicates 90 mmHg,
and approximates a boundary above which the system recovers to eupneic
breathing and below which the system descends into tachypnea.

of pBC-based rhythms with other brainstem areas [?] as
well as cardiac rhythms [7]; biphasic response of infants to
hypoxia [13], hypercapnia mediated chemosensory feedback
[10], and the stabilizing effects present in larger networks
of BRS cells [4], [6]. Nevertheless, our simplified model is
sufficient to demonstrate a novel failure mode, self-sustaining
tachypnea, as well as a surprising form of spontaneous
autoresuscitation following transient hypoxic challenge. Both
of these phenomena arise from conductances intrinsic to a
well-studied respiratory central pattern generator model [5].
APPENDIX
C

dV
= −INaP − INa − IK − IL − Itonic
dt
dα
= r[T ](1 − α) − rα
dt

d
(vol) = −E1 (vol −Vol0 ) + E2 α
dt


d
1
(PO2lung ) =
(PO2ext − PO2lung ) ×
dt
vol



d
(vol) − A × PO2lung
dt
+
d
(PO2blood ) = B × PO2lung − M × PO2blood
dt



PO2blood − 100
gtonic = 0.3 1 − tanh
30
where Itonic = gtonic (V − Esyne ), [T ] = Tmax /(1 + exp(−(V −
VT )/K p )), Tmax = 1, r = 0.001,VT = 2, K p = 5, E1 =
0.0025, E2 = 0.4,Vol0 = 2, PO2ext = 159.6, A = 6 × 10−5 and
B = M = 7 × 10−5 . [x]+ denotes max(x, 0). The expressions
for C, INaP , INa , IK , and IL are as given in [5].
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